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With the advances in digital technology, musicians can now produce their own music. But the gear
is only part of the equation when it comes to recording and mixing. The next part is finding a
soundproof room that you can produce it in. Unfortunately, any old room in your house will not
suffice for a quality recording. Without a decent room, you'll never be able to record a studio-quality
recording you'll be proud of and excited to have other people hear. So how do you go about
creating a space in your home that has similar acoustics to that of a world-class studio? How do you
soundproof this room to keep your sound in and outside noise out? How do you construct or modify
the room so that its size and shape best complement its function? HOME RECORDING STUDIO:
BUILD IT LIKE THE PROS, SECOND EDITION teaches you how to do all these things, from
building a professional home studio to saving thousands of dollars in the process. This book
teaches you how to design and understand your room - how to treat it, wire it, and condition it while using widely available materials. Each step features visual aids to illustrate underlying
concepts, as well as professional tips and examples from actual studios. Everything is covered, from
room design to electrical considerations, from room treatments to codes, permits, special needs,
and more.
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I'm a bit biased as our Studio H was featured in the first chapter of this book. In fact that studio
being built was the result of me purchasing the first edition on a few years back. At the time we

really wanted to build a serious studio and I purchased every book on the subject that I could find on
. Rod's book was what impressed me the most and ended up with me flying to Connecticut to meet
the guy and discuss the building of our "dream studio". The studio took me a year to build and Rod
held our hand every step of the way. Back then we had already built 6 recording studios in our
building and the 7th being Studio H was the first time to use a professional desinger. We learned so
much from Rod and I feel while any competent designer can put together a nice looking room, only
a handful can actually design one that sounds really good. For the first time we were cutting vocals
without any gobos and vocalist love singing in the space because of the diffused sound field they
get coming back at them. Ditto with drums and guitars. String players were blown away of how good
they sound in our space. In fact many times we think we have drum mics open and it turns out we
are just getting leakage from a single vocal mic. This shows how good Rod's design was. In the past
2-3 years, we've had a whole bunch of "golden eared" engineers from the US, Australia and
Germany come though the studio and all of them cannot believe they are in the Philippines.I know I
am sounding like a walking advert for this book. I am glad I bought the first edition and meeting the
author to help us make our dream studio a reality. Definitely a fan.

I went to this book to help me construct parts of my home studio. It gave a great amount of detail
and had me reading a bunch of parts. It's accurate and tells you many do's and don't's as well as
opinions and different layout options. A great book for those looking to get serious about setting up
a project studio worthy of being called professional!

Purchased this book after being disappointed by many other books. This book is the only one I've
read which supplied in-depth explanations and reasons WHY things need to be done certain ways.
I've tried using acoustic foam, mattresses, carpet, etc... for soundproofing, and have continually had
ZERO success. Bought this book hoping to find some relevant information towards my endeavor
and was pleasantly surprised. GREAT book! Just finished my room-within-a-room project, followed
the guidelines in this book, and I've had 100% successful results. I can FINALLY crank my amp and
beat on my drums at ANY HOUR of the night. If you're looking for a guide on how to genuinely
"keep the peace" by soundproofing a room, THIS IS YOUR BOOK! A million thanks Rod! A
MILLION!

I enjoyed many things about this book. First and foremost, the tone behind the words was great.
You can somewhat tell Rod isn't a language major, but you can certainly tell he is an expert on the

matter. Provided advantages and disadvantages for most situations. Everything is described in
great detail, and the diagrams throughout the book are exceptionally helpful.The book seems to
focus a bit on isolation (it is a pretty heavy topic) and actual construction. I was hoping for a bit more
information than was included specifically for acoustic treatment, though I suppose considering the
great amount that has been written about room acoustics in contrast to isolation, it makes more
sense to take less of a focused approach in that regard. The information contained about treatment
is still helpful, just not as in-depth as I'd like.Overall a great read - I recommend it to everyone I
know in the audio world interested in how everything around you contributes to your recordings.

Great insight and practical advice for DIYers or GCs. Took off a star because the diagrams and
figures in the kindle version are barely legible at any zoom/contrast level. Looks like they are low res
scans. This is unfortunate since many are technical drawings crucial for understanding the
construction techniques outlined in the text: 1/4" and 3/4" are indistinguishable from one another ,
for example. Perhaps the print version is better.

I am a newb with building recording studios and began construction this spring. This book has been
a tremendous help and is a must have for anyone who is serious about doing things the correct
way. Read it slowly and take notes. This is not a quick read then your done. Rod has years of
knowledge and experience that is packed into this book so take your time! This book works well with
a recording studio community forum to help verify that you are doing things correctly. If Rod put
every single detail in the book it would resemble one of those huge Old king James Bibles that
every family seems to have. Never just guess when building a recording/isolation studio. There are
many communities out there that have experts to help give advice (John Sayers, gearstulz). If I were
you I'd get this book immediately and read it a few times just so you can understand things.

Don't spend a dime before you read this book! Plenty of people have wasted tons of money to find
out they messed up by not reading this book first. Essential.

The book does an excellent job of covering all aspects of building a home studio in a variety of
settings. It has in-depth coverage of construction techniques for sound isolation, HVAC, electrical,
and acoustics. It gets into enough depth to be thorough, but still at a very accessible and
understandable level. I found it very helpful in designing some of the features of my home music
room. It will be most helpful if you have some construction/handyman experience - might be a bit

daunting if not.Note - this book is about construction of the room, nothing about the equipment in the
room.
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